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The objective of this paper is to develop a marketing plan that may 
be used by a specific company to a chieve specific results. All efforts 
were made to insure that the info rmation gathered is accurate , presented 
i n a clear, concise manner, and pertinent to the subject at hand. Due to 
the lack of complete information, several assumpt i ons were made in order 
to success.fully complete this project. They are listed at the end of 
this introducti on. 
The indus try chosen was the TBA (Tires, Batteries , and Accessories) 
industry or otherwise known as the automotive aftermarket. This choice 
was bas ed on t he author 's strong interest in the oil and gas indust ry . 
The TBA industry is a part of many oil companies, thus the reason for its 
selection. By narrowing down the subject area to TBA, and subsequently 
choosing a particular company in this industry, the attainment of the goal 
of developing a marketing plan was made possible. 
The info rmation for the chapters on Industry Trends , Environmental 
Model, and Industry Sales Model was obtained from many sources . The 
information obtained for the chapter on the Company Firm Model was 
obtained from the TBA manager of the specific company chosen. Without 
his invaluable assistance and sincere interest, only a tenuous effort 
could have been made to write this chapter . Due to legal complications 
in using the s pecific firm's name in publications, the fictitious np.me 
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Jf "the Oil Company" is used, and when referring to the relevant depart-
nen t of the firm, "the TBA Department" is used. 
ASSUMPTIONS 
l . Although the TBA Department is a relatively minor, ancillary part 
of the Oil Company ' s operations , it is assumed to be impo rtant 
enough to warrant an in-depth look at the niche it occupies. Thus, 
the need t o maximize its performance. 
(. The TBA Departmen t of said Oi l Company is autonomous enough to 
implement policies to a chieve goals without gratuitous interfe rence 
from corporate management. 
I. The cost of impl emented policies is l ow enough to allow an adequate 
return on increased sales. (All efforts were made to be reason-
able, but due to not having access to approximated costs of various 
policies, profitability could not be accurately estimated.) 
1. Necessary personnel to implement policies are assumed to be 
available. 
,. Due to the lack of detail ed information concerning the Oil Company's 
specific competitive position, the general competi tive model (in the 
Environmental Model Chapter) for the TBA industry will have to 
suffice, vis-a-vis the marketin g plan. 
,, There will be no major innovations in the presen t t rans portation 
system or orders fr om government t ha t will make automobiles 
obsolete or their i mportance greatly red uced (i.e., a new mode of 
transportation or a manda te from government to utilize mass trans-
portation systems). 
There will be no Arab (or OPEC, forei gn , etc .) oi l embargo . If 
this in fact were to happen, t he automotive afterrnarket wo uld be 
greatly affected. In addition , it i s assume d that adequate 
gasoline supplies wil l be available at reasonable pr i ces . 
:. . Information disseminated in this paper is in fact accurate a11d 
represent a tive of the automo tive a ft ermarket. 
In order that an effective marketing plan can be formed and 
.mplemented, it is n ecessary to have as much relevant i nformation as 
,oss ible in order to accurately evaluate the current status of t he TBA 
ndustry a nd wha t it s f uture looks like. In order to accomplish this, 
.n analysis of the industry was done . The analysis covers the following 
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three main categories : 
1. Industry Trends 
2. Environmenta l Mo del 
3 . Industry Sales Model 
Wi th the information obtained from this analysis, the marke ting 




The prospects for growth in the automotive aftermarket appear to be 
excellent. An analysis of growth forecasts .following the energy cris is 
indicates·that the automotive aftermarket will not stop growing . The 
energy crisis , and thus higher prices, will make practically no difference 
to growth in the size of the market. The use of the motor vehicle (such 
as for leisure and business reasons) is more acceptable than other modes 
of transportation. People, therefore, will make arrangements financially 
in order to use one . Patently, the use of motor vehicles is being 
restricted in many ways. But because it is the people's choice and 
desire to use them , sacrifices will be made to ensure their continued 
use as a means of transportation. Thus, the re ason for an optimistic 
future. 
The United States is experiencing an amazing popula tion explosion 
of automotive vehicles. The nation's to tal population of cars, trucks , 
and buses in use is still much smaller t han its total human population 
- 129 million as compared to 217 million as of 1977. But its vehicle 
population is growing 2.5 times as fast in absolute numbers , and 4.9 · 
times as fast in percentage terms. And in spite of the "energy crises, " 
this growth of v ehicles has acce lerated in the 1970's to an average net 
gain of 4 .3 mill ion per year. That is 76 percent more than the corre-
sponding annual ga in in the 1950's and over 40 percent above that of the 
4 
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1960's.1 These sta tistics verify the fact that the automobile will 
continue to be in great demand, thus the demand for repair and main-
tenance should likewise be grea t. 
The wearing out of automo tive vehicle parts , which requires 
their subsequent replacement, primarily depends on total miles driven. 
Other considerations include corrosion and collision damage, but the 
major determinant of the rate of parts replace ment is mileage, which in 
turn, is influenced by the level of economic activity, operating costs, 
and fuel availability. 
The effect of recessions, and perhaps of fuel shortages, is most 
noticeable in the average miles traveled per vehicle. The persistent 
growth in the number of licensed drivers, a result of population growth , 
however, together with other demographic changes such as the growth in 
the number of working wives who require cars to ge t to their jobs, and 
the move to the s un. belt where mass transportation is less available, 
have resulted in consistent growth in the number of vehicle s on the roa d. 
That consistent growth in the car population substantially smooths out 
the effect of lower average miles driven pe r vehicle during a recession . 
Table I, supplied by the Hertz Corporation, indicates the American 
public's desire and need for automotive transportation despite the rising 
costs of transportation. 
1
Anthony Downs, "Population Explosion - of Automobiles," Acro9s 
the Board, July, 1979, pp . 23. 
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TABLE I 
SELECTED DRIVING AND TRAVEL COST PATTERNS 
Miles To ta l Average Total 
Per Auto Miles Price of Opera ting 
Year Auto Traveled Gasoline Cost* 
(billions) ( per gallon) (per miles) 
1978 33.1¢ 
1977 9,199 1, OL19 64.6¢ 30.1 
1976 9,015 989 61. 0 28.1 
1975 8,901 956 57 . 5 27.2 
1974 8,732 916 55.0 23.8 
1973 9,597 977 38.8 20 . 2 
1972 10,362 1,003 36.1 19.7 
1971 10,280 954 36 . 4 19.7 
1970 10,090 901 35 . 7 19.0 
1960 9,545 588 31.1 14 . 4 
1950 9,032 364 26.8 10 . 9 
* · For an intermediate size car driven 10,000 miles a year and owned for 
three years. 
Source: The Hertz Corporation . 
In terms of consumer expenditures, the proportion of total consume r 
expenditures made in the 444,000 automotive stores in Nor t h American has 
increased by more than one-third over the las t ten years . An interesting 
note is that the percentage of consumer expenditures in automotive s tores 
now exceeds expenditures i n food stores. 
I n terms of vehicle r e gistrations, a rise of 14 percen t can be 
expecte d by the end of 1980. This means tha t apart from t he aberration 
caused by the 1974-75 recession, road travel and registrat ions are un-
l i kely to be affected by the higher price of oil . Such di fferences.from 
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this growth forecast, such as during 1974-75, arises primarily from the 
economic downturn rather than increased gasoline prices. The concensus 
of industry executives is tha t the automotive aftermarket will increase 
at a faster rate than r egistrations. 
Table II shows the retai l growth of the automotive aftermarket from 
1975 to 1980. It takes into account the complex interaction of many 
variables, the impact of the life-cycle stage of the market, expected 
inflation (which was given as three percent), concens us of industry 
executives and other appraisals. Also, it considers the evolving nature 
of the market. 
TABLE II 





























































Source: Emil J. Bonkoff, Surviva l in the Automotive Aftermarket , St . Albans , 
Vermont, 1976. 
It should be noted that this market doe s not grow at a standard 
annual rate but follows the underlying rate of increase in t he 3 to 10 
year old motor vehicle age group which accounts for 85 percent of t he 
demand for automo tive parts, accessories, and service. Also, the 
negat ive 5.6 volume growth of 1975 was due to the recession of 1974-75. 
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Now that changes in total growth have been shown, one must be aware 
of the nature of these changes and how the market will evolve during these 
five years. Emil J. Bonkoff, author of Survival in the Automotive After-
market, explains how there is now a change from the "traditional market" 
to what he ca lls the "intensive" market. His de finition of "intensive" 
market is as follows: "a system of vehicle operations in which addi-
tional money and work are spent ori repair and maintenance to produce 
safer, quieter, cleaner, and energy conserving vehicles." 
These new demands are be ing imposed by both the government and 
consumers. Technological deve lopmen ts are being designed to correct the 
main problems of the industry, such as f umes, noise, accidents, and 
energy waste. To corre ct these problems , i t is i mperative that motor 
vehicles be maintained within their designed specifi cations. Thus, the 
main reason for the evolution of the "intensive" mar ket. 
Table III is a statistical overview of how the market will evolve 
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Source: Emil J. Bonkoff, Survival in the Automotive Aftermarket , St. Albans, 
Vermont, 1976 . 
As one can readily see, the new "intensive" market will show 
phenomenal growth from $1 billion in 1976 to $33 billion by 1980. The 
"traditional" automotive aftermarket of so many years will decline 
dramatically. 
Applying the life-cycle concept to this indus try, the "traditional" 
aftermarket is in the saturation stage and rapidly approach ing the decline 
stage. Conversely, the "intensive" af termarket is in the very early 
stages of growth, with a promising future. 
The presen t life-stages in the market the refore will be a complex 
period for thos e in this industry. The volume of many traditional pro-
ducts and equipment will be declining, while new products, new distri-
bution chains, and new t ypes of precis ion se rvicing outlets will be 
develop i ng. New and significant products wi ll be sold at much higher 
prices with greater service in the "intensive" marke t, while obsolete 
products will be sold at significantly lower prices in the "traditional" 
market. This change will be relatively accelera ted because of govern-
ment intervention, new technology, management innovations, and custome r 
reactions. 
Managemen t in r egard to this new "intensive" market has three 
strategic options. They may 1) take no action to market changes, 2) 
react to marke t changes, or 3) plan and prepare for the market changes. 
Alternative three is suggested for those who wish to be a viable compet-




Cultural Change Model 
The attitudes of the American people are changing in r espect to the 
automotive aftermarket . Cus tomer reac tions to conventional styles of 
merchandising and servicing in this market are focused on an ur ge to 
"do-it-yourself". Rather than having a service center ma ke all auto-
mobile and truck repairs, the American peopl e are on a trend of doing 
any repairs or replacements of which t hey are capable. This is evident 
at both the individual consumer level and at the commercial fleet level. 
Consumer and commercial customers increasingly are "doing-i t-
themselves" as they become more dissatisfied in the services and higher 
prices in conventional channels. That is to say that product-prices and 
performance of repairs and maintenance services are being perceived by 
cust9mers, increasingly, as unsatisfac tory. 
Industry executives forecast clearly the development of dissatis-




THE MOST IMPORTANT CAUSE OF GROWTH IN 
THE DO-IT-YOURSELF MARKET IS: 
% of Panel 
Increase in cos t 92 
Not enough mechanics or technicians 50 
Increas ed liesure time 38 
Pride of doing 15 
Source: Emil J. Bonkoff, Survival in the Automotive Aftermarket, 
St. Albans, Vermont, 1976. 
The "percent of pane l" consisted of two votes per executive (firs t 
importance and second importance). 
Between 197 5 and 1980, there will be rapid growth gains in "do-it-
yourself" sales to individuals and to commercial fle e t s. Table V shows 




DO-IT- YOURSELF PRODUCT SALES 
197 5 
Trade Channel Tot a l Sales Individuals Flee ts 
$ millions 
Mass Merchandis ers 8,900 3,600 
Jobbers 12,300 1 , 800 1,500 
Total 21 , 200 5 , 400 1,500 
1980 
Trade Channel Total Sa l es Individuals Fleets 
$ millions 
Mass Merchand isers 15 , 100 7,500 
Jobbers 15,900 3,400 3,000 
Total 31,000 10,900 3,000 
Source : Emil J. Bonkoff , Survival in the Automotive Aftermarket , St . Alban! 
Vermont, 1976 . 
There is of course a limit to the "do-it-yourself" market . Many re-
pair and ma intenance jobs cannot be done by the ordinary consumer . But 
customer response t o dis-service has also been shown in another way. Th is 
other way has been the development of consumer protective groups such as 
"Common Cause" led by Ralph Nader . These groups have l ed to new government 
legislation based on the i dea of consumer rights which was introduced in 
1962 by President John F. Kennedy. 
These consumer ism groups are fi ghting for che right to safety , the 
right to choose, the right to be heard , and the righ t to be informed. 
Tab le VI is an industry consensus on how overall "p erformance" is 
being perceived by dissatisfied customers . 
TABLE VI 
PUBLIC CRITICISM WILL: 
% of Panel 
Increase 66 
Show no change 14 
Decreas e 13 
Disappear 0 
Source: Emil J. Bonkoff, Survival in the 
Automotive Afterma rket, St. Albans, 
Vermont, 1976. 
These opinions by industry executives conf irm that significant 
changes will need to be made in the ways of doing business in ord er 
to minimize adverse customer reactions, which in turn will only lead 
to additional legislative controls in r egard to consumerism. 
The near term outlook for demand for automotiv~ rep l acement parts 
looks excellent ass uming there are no international problems that might 
result in another oil embargo . Th e demogr aphic changes are positive. 
The population movement to t he sun belt is a plus because driving dis-
tances are greater than in t he No rtheast part of th e country. This pop-
ulation shift should continue in the fut ur e and it appears that only 
severe economic conditions could slow or halt it. Also, the age groups 
that travel the mos t by a utomobile will be the most rapidly growing in 
the near fut ure. Thes e groups inc lude the heads-of-households in the 




Competition in t he automotive aftermarke t is fir st o;f al l between 
trade channels and then be t ween the indi v idual stores which comprise 
each trad e channel. This distinction is fundamen t a l in order to under-
stand the role that competition plays in this indus try . Without compe-
titian between the various trade channels , the r e would be no real, 
effective, or continuing price competi tion . 
In order to see how the trad e channels compete, Table VII compares 
the six major trade channels in rega rd t o the number of outlets, number 
of bays, product sales, and service department sales. 
The six major trade channe l s are service stat ions , general garages , 
new vehicle dealers , repair specialists , mass merchandisers, and jobbers. 
TABLE VII 
TRADE CHANNEL COMPETITION-1975 
Channel Outlets Bays Total Product Service 
. $ millions , . . 
s. s. 190,000 495,000 10,500 6,300 4,200 
G. G. 72,000 200,000 5,800 2,900 2,900 
N. V.D . 35,000 700,000 12, 600 6,900 5 , 700 
R.S. 82,000 330,000 10, 600 5,400 5,200 
M.M. 38,000 170,000 5,900 3,000 2, 9.00 
Jobbers 27,000 35,000 2,100 1,200 900 
Total 444, 000 1,930,000 47,500 25,700 21,800 
Source: Emil J . Bonkoff, Surviva l in the Automotive Aftermarke t, St. 
Albans, Vermont, 197 6 . 
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The competitive conditions between the trade channels a re constantly 
1anging . This is a continuous reshuffling of t he relative i mportance of 
1e six major trade channels . Table VIII shows the competive market share 
1terrela t ionships in past y ears and the exp ected interrelationship in 
)80 . 
TABLE VIII 
MARKET SHARE BETWEEN 1960-1980 
~ade Channels 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 
. percent. 
~rvice Stations 24 23 22 20 17 
mer al Garages 16 13 12 11 9 
~w Vehicle Dealers 32 28 26 24 24 
~pair Specialists 12 16 18 20 21 
tss Me rchandisers 13 16 17 17 18 
>bbers 3 4 5 8 11 
>tal 100 100 100 100 100 
>urce: Emil J. Bonkoff, Survival in the Automotive Aftermarket, St . 
Albans , Vermont, 1976. 
Clearly one can see tha t market share gains are expected to be made 
r repair specialists, mass merchandisers, and jobber s . Converse l y , 
1rket share losses are expected by service stat ions and general garages, 
1ile new vehicle dealers are expe cted to retain their present marke t 
iare . 
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Legal Mode l 
Int erventions of government are transforming the automotive a fter-
market fr om a relatively "free-marke t" to an "intensive " repair and 
ma intenanc e market. As previously defined , "int ensive " means "a sys tem 
of vehicle operations in which addit ional money and work are spent on 
repair and maintenance to produce safer, quieter, cleaner, and energy 
conserving vehicles". 
Governmen t departments and agencies have proceeded to enforce and 
administer legislation in regard to t he quality of our environment, life, 
price, and energy resource constraints. Some of these departments and 
agencies are as follows: Department of Transportation ; Envir onmenta l 
Protection Agency; Federal Trade Commission; Department of Justice; 
Department of Consume r and Corporate Affairs; and Consumer Protection 
Agency. 
Also, there are numerous government committee and subcommitt ee hear-
ings concerning the problems of motor vehicles. Some of the problems 
they look at are those of emissions, noise, safety, and mileage . Many 
of t he se hearings are "oversight" hearings, to review, up-date, and ·make 
legislation more effective. 
By performing their r esponsibilities, government is a primary force 
at work c rea ting an uncomfortable per iod of great change. This change 
will be a source of greater conflict and confusion t han that which pre-
sently exists. An example of this source of uncertainty wa s t he release 
of a six volume study, Federa l Ta s k Force, by t he Departmen t of Transporta-
tion in 197 6 . This study gave dir ections fo r f uture designs, manufactur-
ing, and maintenance f or motor vehicles. The implications from this 
study a lone are enormous. 
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The federal government is insisting that numerous changes be made. 
>ur i mportant ones are: 1) new technology be introduced at an accele-
tting rate, 2) vehicle inspection become increasingly rigorous, 3) new 
:andar ds of repair and maintenance be established, and 4) unlawful price 
_scrimination, price maintenance and hori zontal collusion be prohibited. 
It appears that Federal regulations will have a large impact in 
!ars to come. Because of this, the prolifera tion of automotive parts, 
td in many cases, increased sophistication of parts design, will continue 
!ll into the future. 
Some of the new products that have resulted primarily from past 
!gulations are fan clutches, electronic fuel injection, electronic 
;nitions, diesel engines, turbochargers, and positive crankcase 
!ntilation valves. Products that are just being implemented include 
:ygen sensors and variable venturi carburetors. In addition, regulations 
.ready passed, many require automotive theft resistance systems, passive 
!Straints for passengers, and a tire warning s ystem among others. 
Although the government's purpose is not to set aside the industry's 
:isting business arrangements, government decisions and actions in these 
,ur areas are in fact changing the i ndustry' s arrangements. These changes 
·ea response to the growing concerns in r egard to environmen tal control 
td decreasing value for increasing cos ts of products and services. Thus, 
: can be concluded tha t regulations, whether in the area of automotive 
tfety, emission controls, or fuel efficiency standards, will crea te new 
>portunities for companies in the automotive replacement parts industry. 
:onornic Mode l 
The dilemma over the outlook for the economy continues. Forecasters 
·e analyzing every var iation in the monthly economic statistics in an 
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fort to support their projections . However, placing too heavy an 
phasis upon prelimina ry monthly numbers can sometimes only add to the 
nfusion as -these statistics are just estima tes which are generally re-
sed significantly . In addition, historical r elationships do not always 
ove to be accurate indicators. 
Beca use the average duration of economic cycles since 1948 has been 
months (measured from the trough in real GNP to its next peak) , some 
onornists are worried that the current expansion may be approaching its 
ak since January, 1978, marks the 34th month of th i s recovery. On the 
her hand, the economic recovery has been relatively moderate, and the 
ual excesses have not_ developed thus far. It should be noted that one 
anomic expansion las ted for 59 months between February, 1961, and Novem-
r, 1966. Recent statistics have indica ted some slowing in business 
tivity, but there are no signs of ma jor deterioration. 
The recent i mprovements in the inflation figures may prove to be 
mporary. Energy costs are continuing to rise sharply, and a further 
celeration is expected next year with the amount dependent upon the 
nal version of the energy bill. Labor costs are also encountering up-
rd_ pressure. The trend of productivity has slowed signif icantly in r e-
n t years . After climbing 3 . 5% per year in the 1961-66 period, the rate 
increase fell to 1.6% in the 1966-71 period, and then declined to 
3% in the 1971-76 per i od. In the y ear ending June, 1977, output per 
nhour rose only 1. 6% which was a disappointing performance for this 
age of the business cycle. At the same time, employment costs were 
sing at a 8.8% clip s o that unit labor costs increased 7.1%. 
Anot her discouraging deve lopment has been the surge in the monetary 
gregates over the last year. While this stimulative monetary policy 
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~ he l p economic growth, it will eventually generate higher i nflation if 
ift unchecked. On the positive side, the slowdown in busines s activity 
~ the favora ble crop reports are helping to slow inflation . While the 
icent moderation in inflation may continue for a few months, such long-
irm indicators as productivity gains and money supply growth seem to 
>int toward a higher inflation rate in t he future. Thus , it appears tha t 
:ouble lies ahead unless efforts are made to stimulate capital expansion 
~ con trol the growth of the monetary aggrega tes. 
I n relation to t he automotive aftermarke t, this somewhat not very 
,timis tic prognos tication paradoxically portends growth in this market. 
Lther than expending large amounts on new vehicles, customers will tend 
, keep their cars longer. This w·ill require additional repair and main-
!nance work, which is what the automotive aft ermarket caters to. And as 
.ready stated, the motor vehicle is a more acceptable mode of transport-
:ion than other means . Thus, people will make financial arrangements in 
·der to use one. 
!Chnology Model 
The automotiv e aftermarket has corruni tted itself to technological ad-
lnces presently and in the future. Technical changes in the automobile 
LVe been numerous, and have resulted primarily f rom Federal regula tion, 
td from changes in regulatory standards, which occur a lmost yearly. For 
:ample, a goa l is set for limiting pollution or increasing fuel economy, 
td r ather than manufacturers having to meet that goal after a specified 
.me period, yearly progress is usually required. This means consta nt 
tanges in the design of automotive parts such as those in ignition and 
tel systems , and recen t ly , because of the emphasis on fuel economy, the 
,tal redesign of the automobile. Those changes , partially the result of 
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Lleage and pollution control standards , have caus e·d a proliferat ion of 
ow automotive parts and have created many new opportuni ties for the re-
~acement parts industry. The introduction of technolog ical products 
Lll be at an accelerating rate. Thus , the "intensive" market will con-
~st of new t e chnology products requiring new capita l and talent to dis-
:ibute, requiring n ew automated diagnostic testing and new technical 
~ills to service. 
The new and significant products will be sold at higher prices with 
·eater service, while obsolete products will be sold at significantly 
>wer prices. Parts and equipment manufacturers who have concentrated on 
!velopment of specific vehicle c omponents and sub-systems are in the fore-
:ont of technology development in the industry. 
There are service problems developing because of an increasing use 
technological advances . At the retail servicing level there is a 
1ortage of skilled mechanics. The Environmental Protection Agency has 
1und that many experienced mechanics do not even fu l ly understand the 
1eration of the ordinary engine . Thus the electron.ic "black box" which 
, found in more recent aut omobiles, as well as fuel injection developments 
td other advanced systems, are proving to be even more strange to many 
ichanics . 
Associated with new and significant products is the degree of stan-
trdization of motor vehicle component , systems, and sub-systems, e .g ~. 
1dular units. The industry consensus i s t hat parts conunonality between 
'.hicles will i ncrease . But, the increasing standardiza tion does not 
1ply stagnation , because such standards will be subject to frequent 
ljustments . The danger which the industry mus t be cogn i zant of is over-
:andardiza tion. In a dynamic industry, over-standardization would conflict 
.th genuine and innovative technica l and market development . 
A dramatic shift to s mall vehicles is curren tly underway. I n t he 
160's, small for eign cars were regarded by the big three vehicle manu-
Lctures as a fringe market . In 1973 , the impor.t car marke t comprised 
,proximately 15% of the total car market . The consensus of industry 
:ecutives is tha t by 1980, the i mport car market may well reach 25-35% 
the tot a l ma r ket. 
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By 1980, the l a rges t car sold in America. in any substantial volume 
.11 probably be the size of the 1975 Chevrolet Nova . By 1980, small 
Lrs will easily be 75% of the total population of cars . That is a dras tic 
tange . 
Also, research studies done in t he European Common Market on the 
1llar value of repairs and maintenance over the life of a vehicle, 
~icate that consumer expenditures are not materia lly different between 
andard and sma l l vehicles. A Department of Transportation study in the 
tited States also validated similar findin gs . 
CHAPTER IV 
INDUSTRY SALES MODEL 
Customer Group and Total Volume 
The market segments of the automotive aftermarke t consists of motor 
vehicles which a re fundamentally similar but in which the customers are 
different. There are three major market segments . They are 1) major-
middle, 2) elite, and 3) commercial. 
The ·1argest segment in the "major-middle" market which comprises 
62% of the total market. This segment consists of passenger cars over 
three years old and light trucks. The e lite segment consists of passen-
ger cars under three years old and comprises 8% of the total marke t. The 
commercial segment consists of light, medium, and heavy-duty vehicles 
used in conunerce and comprises 30% of the total ma rket. 
Tables IX and X show respectively the dollar values and number of 
vehicles in each of the major market se gments for 1975 and the expected 
figures for 1980. 
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TABLE IX 
DOLLAR SIZE OF MAJOR RETAIL 
Major Market Segments 
1. Maj or-Middle 
-passenger cars 



































Source: Emil J. Bonkoff, Survival in the Automotive Aftermarket, St. 
Albans , Vermont, 1976. 
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TABLE X 
DOLLAR SIZE OF MAJOR RETAIL 
jar Market Segments 
Major-Middle 
-passenger cars 


















-heavy-duty vehicles 11 
Sub-total 30 
TOTAL 100 











1rce:. Emil J. Bonkoff, Survival in the Automotive Aftermarket , St. 
Albans , Vermont, 1976 . 
,ducts (Motor Vehicl e Subsystems) 
The following table, Table XI , shows where customers in the three 
or market segments spend their repair and maintenance dollars. The 
·cent and dollars spent per sub-sys tern is sho'v.TD for 197 5 and then f or 




CUSTOMER EXPENDITURES ON 
PRODUCT AND SERVICE 
Motor Vehicle Sub-System 1975 1980 
% $ bill ions % $ billions 
Braking 7 3. 7 7 5 . 9 
Cooling 5 2. 6 6 5.0 
Electric 11 5 . 8 17 14.2 
Engine 10 5.3 13 10 . 9 
Exhuast 5 2 . 6 8 6 . 7 
Fuel 4 2.1 (included in electric) 
Inspection 1 0.5 5 4.2 
Lubrication 9 4.7 5 4 . 2 
Power Train 7 3 . 7 5 4.2 
Steering 4 2 . 1 3 2 .5 
Suspension 4 2 . 1 3 2.5 
Tires 20 10.5 18 15 . 1 
Top, Body, Paint 10 5.3 7 5.9 
Other 3 1. 6 3 2.5 
TOTAL 100 52 . 6 100 83 . 8 
Source : Emil J. Bonkoff, Survival in t he Automotive Aftermarke t, St. 
Albans, Vermont, 1976. 
Table XII s hows the percentage of cust omer expenditures by channel 
(service stations , general garages , new vehicle dealers, repair special-
i sts , mass merchandisers , and jobbers) on repa ir and maintenance in the 
three major market segment s . 
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TABLE XII 
CUSTOMER EXPENDITURES ON PRODUCT AND 
SERVICE BY CHANNEL 
1975 
1b-System Total S . S. G.G . N. V. D. R. S . M.M. Jobbers 
percent. 
a king 7 . 0 2.1 1. 0 1. 4 0.8 1. 0 0.7 
,oling 5 . 0 1. 0 0.9 1. 0 1.1 1.0 
.ectric 11. 0 3 . 0 1. 3 1. 5 1. 0 2.4 1.8 
,gine 10 . 0 0 . 9 1. 9 2 . 6 1.1 0 . 5 3 . 0 
:haust 5.0 0.5 0.4 0.9 2 . 0 1. 2 
,el 4.0 1. 2 0 . 6 1. 3 0.3 0 . 6 
.spection 1. 0 0.1 0.1 0 . 5 0.2 0.1 
brication 9 . 0 4 . 3 2.0 1. 6 0.9 0.2 
wer Train 7.0 0.3 0.7 3.2 2.2 0.1 0.5 
eering 4.0 0 .5 0.6 1. 3 1.0 0.6 
.spension 4 . 0 0.7 0 .1 0. '9 1. 0 1.1 0 . 2 
.res 20.0 4.8 1. 3 1. 7 5.2 5.7 1. 3 
p' Body 10 . 0 6.0 4.0 
her 3.0 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.8 0:3 
,TAL 100 . 0 20 . 0 11. 0 24.0 20.0 17 .o 8.0 
urce: Emil J. Bonkoff, Survival in the Automotive Aftermarket, St. 
Albans, Vermont, 1976. 
CHAPTER V 
COMP ANY "FIRM" MODEL 
Company Goals 
The TBA (tires, batteries, and accessories) department of the Oil 
Company has multiple goals. The more i mportant of t hese goals are (1) 
higher profits, (2) gross profit margins, (3) sales objectives, (4) ex-
panding to new lines, and (5) simplification of ~perat ions . A brief look 
will be taken at each of these listed goals . 
Firstly and most importantly is the goal of increasing profits. 
The TBA department's viability is based upon this basic criterion. 
Though this department is an ancillary segment of the total corporate pic-
ture, it is expec t ed to contribute a certain amount of profit to the Oil 
Company. A "profit goal" is set for the TBA department by the Oil Com-
pany. It is then up to the TBA department to achieve this targeted 
profit. 
Secondly, the TBA department in striving to accomplish the targeted 
profits, has established a desired gross profitability margin , Though 
this margin must not be adhered to strictly, it is a general guideline in 
accepting or rejecting various alternatives , Presently, this margin is 
in the neighborhood of 10-12%. 
Another of the TBA department's goals is that of meeting and nope-
fully exceeding their planned sales quotas . Though profitability is t he 
most important goa l , generally an increase in s ales- will help accomplish 
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(though there is the law of diminishing returns that one must be aware 
). In this case, the sales objective is a means to an end, to wit, 
gher profits. 
The Oil Company's TBA departmen t is continuously seeking new pro-
ct lines. With the addition of new product lines, the chances of in-
easing sales volume are greatly enhanced. As long as the 10-12% gross 
of it margin is adhered to, this would result in increased profits. In 
e past, the primary product lines carried by the TBA department were 
pplied by the two major rubber companies, Goodyear and Firestone . Re-
ntly an additional product line supplied by Delco has been introduced. 
tently, this increases the likeliho od of increased s a les. 
Lastly of the previously mentioned TBA department's goals is the 
sire to keep operations as simplist ic as possible. This includes the 
mplificat i on of sales programs, pro cedures used such as purchase order 
nns, account ing procedures, and general communications and documentation 
tween the TBA department and the Suppliers. The more simplified the 
ocedure is, the less chance there is for miscommunications between the 
A. department and its accounts as well as its own company. 
st"ribution 
The distribution a spect of the TBA depar tment is the essence of this 
partment's operation. This is where the profit is to be made. By ac-
ir ing more accounts (i. e ., dis tributors ) , the department is in a posi-
on to increase its sales . Aft er all, s a les are a means to a n end 
rofits), and the distribution process is the vehicle for sales. 
Primarily, there are seven outlets of distribution for the TBA de-
rtment. They are as fol lows: (1) tire stores, (2) service stations, 
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(3) automotive stores , (4) 9iscount stores, (5) car dealers, (6) imp le-
ment dealers, and (7) expor t marke ts. The export market is a relatively 
new endeavor and hopes are that it will prove to be a lucrative one. 
Predominantly, these distributors are located in Oklahoma. But 
there are also distributors located throughout the Unit ed States (and the 
export market) except for the West Coast. 
Basically, the TBA dep artment of this Oil Company as well as TBA 
depar tments of other oil compani es , serves to facilitate the exchange of 
products from the rubber compan i es and other suppliers to the above men-
tioned distributors. It doe s not do any warehousing to speak of except 
for two warehouses . These two warehouses are used in the distribution 
of their own private brands . 
To set up these distributor accounts, seven fundame ntal things must 
be done. These are as follows: (1) a TBA notification form must be com-
pleted, (2) a TBA agreement is entered into, (3) a financial statement is 
required of the dis tributor, (4) a sales tax permit number is needed, (5) 
name of customer's (company) name and address must be supplied , and (7) 
the name of the buyer is required. If these seven requirements are met 
and t he TBA and credit department is satisfied with the provided informa-
tion, then the se accounts become potential buyers and distributors through 
the TBA. department. 
The above seven requirements are fairly self-explanatory excep t for 
perhaps the first two. A brief explanation will be given of each. The 
TBA notification f orm tells who the supplier will be (e.g ., Firestone) 
and the location of this sup plier . Then the following customer informa-
tion is s hown : the customer ' s name, e. g ., ·Joe's Tire Center, its location , 
and the amoun t of credit recommended by the TBA department. The amount 
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of credit extended must be authorized by the credit departmen t of the 
Oil Company, Also , the sources of supply for items (tires , batteries, 
accessories, etc.) will be shown for regular shipments and for emergency 
shipments. For example , regular delivery for an Oklahoma City account 
might come from a Firestone warehouse in Dallas whereas an emergency 
delivery could come from a Firestone store in Oklahoma City. 
The TBA a greement is a contract between the TBA depa rtment and its 
distributor (e.g., Joe's Tire Center). A few of the several stipulations 
are as follows: 
(1) Purchaser (distributor) will purchase merchand ise for 
resale in connection with purchaser 's business . 
(2) Prices shall be prices specified by the TBA department 
less any allowances or discounts. 
(3) TBA department reserves the right to r evise , suspend, or 
withdraw any credit terms. 
(4) Coverage of warranties. 
Service-Price Strategy and Site Location 
The two components (service-price strategy and site location) of 
the above heading have little relevance to the TBA department's operations. 
That is not to say that they are unimportant, but the TBA department has 
no say-so as to how one of its distributors may wish to strategically 
arrange or alter its servicing a nd pricing tactics, as well as little 
discretion in choosing site locations, because these locations are al-
ready established , 
The concept of "service-price strategy" is of course extremely im-
portant to the TBA department in an indirect manner . If the department's 
di stributors employ an optimal service-price strategy, their chances for 
success and increased profitability are greatly enhanced . If this is 
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he case, the chances of growth for them are improved. To support this 
dditional growth , they will need additiona l supplies. Thus, the oppor-
unity for the TBA department to increase its sales. 
The TBA department has little discretion in selecting "site l oca-
ions" as used in the nor ma tive sense. These locations a re the lo cations 
f the distributors, and are generally already established. If they are 
ot already established, then it is the distributor's decision where to 
stablish , not the TBA department's. The TBA department's discretion is 
nly in to whom th ey wish to have as an account, and there is no reason 
o discriminate because of location. 
hysical Distribution 
The TBA department plays no role in the actual physical distri-
ution of the tires, ba tteries, accessories, and other related products 
hat its distributors purchase. 
The distribution is primarily facilitated via the supplier (i.e., 
ubber companies), by the ordinary means of transportation from its fac-
ories or owned stores. The physical distribution policy is stipula ted 
n the TBA a greement . The part pertaining to physical distribution reads 
s f°ollows: "All prices shall be f. o. b. point of shipment subject to 
BA department's then current policy pertaining to transportation char-
es . Title to merchandise ordered by purchaser shall vest in purchaser 
pon delivery to the carrier for shipment". 
An example o f how this physical distribution actually takes place 
s as follows . Joe ' s tire center needs tires and related products from 
irestone Rubber Company . The shipment will probably be made directly 
y Fires tone from one of its r egional wa rehouses . If the shipment needs 
o b e expedited f or some reason, and the volume is not too large, then 
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more than likely, it can be made from one of Firestone's local tire 
stores, acting in the capacity of a wholesaler. If the shipment is quite 
large, then it would probably be shipped straight from the factory . 
To facilitate this phys i cal distribution, each of t he TBA depart-
ment's distributors has in its possession, TBA sales order forms from the 
TBA department . This sales order provides for the listing of the quant-
i ty , stock numb ers, prices, and description of each produc t desired. 
When this is completed, it is sent to the rubber company's supply point. 
Subsequently, the rubber company delivers the products ordered . The 
rubber company then attaches the purchase order to its i n ternal documents 
and sends it to its own accounting office. The accounting office th en 
invoices the TBA department at the TBA department's cost less promotional 
discounts. This invoice will reflect the purchase order numbe r and the 
rubber company ' s document number. Lastly, the TBA department wil l in-
voice Joe's Tire Center at Joe's buying price, with Joe obligated to 
meet the payment due date. 
Sales Considerations 
The sales cons iderations of the TBA department a re basically com-
prised of (1) promotional discounts, (2) incentive contests, and (3) give-
aways. Of these three promotional discounting is the considera tion that 
enhances sales the most. Each will be briefly discussed. 
The promotional dis counts offered to the TBA department's distri-
butors are usually those that have been passed down from the rubber company 
to the TBA department. Due to the intense competition in the automotive 
aftermarket , prices and discounts are the distribu tor ' s primary considera-
tion in whom he buys from. Thus, t he reason why promotional discounting 
enhances sales the most. An example of how this discount is offered is 
provided by an excerpt from a Firestone distributor program . 
DISTRIBUTOR DISCOUNT 
All distributors will be invoiced at Firestone's current 
published Dea ler Billing Prices (adjusted for all pass -
through discounts) less the following schedule of dis-
counts and less 2% cash discount as earned . 
Passenger Tires 19% 
Tractor and Implement Tires 17-1/2% 
Industrial Tires 16% 
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The incentive contests are used as an internal sales consideration 
device. The i ncentive contest provide incentives for the salespeople to 
achieve and exceed their sales quotas. If they do, then they are eligible 
to receive prizes, trips, prize points, etc. Though these incentive con-
tests are used, they are not used extensively. 
The third sales consideration is that of " giveaways". This program 
encourages distributors to purchase more. For example, if a distributor 
buys "$X" am·ount of products, he is entitled to a set of luggage. If he 
buys a certain amount more than t his , he wo uld be entitled to a color tele-
vision set or perhaps some other nice appliance. And so forth. 
Pricing 
The bas i s for the pricing of the TBA department's products are pri-
marily set by using the price li s ts of the tubber companies as guidelines. 
The chief suppliers are presently Goodyear and Fires tone. It should be 
noted once again, t hat the TBA department is expanding into new lines 
(e.g., De lco) and thus, the basic prices of t hese product s are l argely 
determined by these new suppliers . 
The supply companies are constantly offering discounts on their 
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ducts. Because of the intense competition, this · i s necessary in order 
keep their current customers and hopefully to attract n ew customers. 
o, discounts are offered to large volume purchases . Thes e volume dis-
nts are offered not only on a one-time or der bas is , but also are the 
is for a customer's annual purchase discounts . Thus, a customer who 
sistently buys large amounts over the years will be entitled to re-
ed purchasing prices of the TBA products. 
The TBA department assists its distributors in realizing these 
ss-thru" discounts. As indicated, they us e the basic prices of the 
ber companies . 
For the dist rib utor to know the prices of the various products and 
ch discounts ar e in effect, a distributor program is sent to each dis-
butor of the TBA department. The following two listings respectively 
w (1) prices and discounts for routine businesses and, (2) discounts 
en on volume purchases. 
0 SUPPLY ITEMS THROUGH FIRESTONE 
The following accessories are available from your Firestone Supply 
Point at the indicated price. 
All earned "V.I.P." discounts will be passed through to the 
Distributor. 
Jobber price available on deliveries f rom all Firestone Stores and 
Warehouses. Jobber price less 5% (Dept. 203 & 252 only) available 
only on shipment s from Firestone Home & Auto Warehouses and "non-
penalty" Firestone Stores . 
1. Auto Supplies - Department 3 
Examples: 
Bussman Fuses 
Fan Belts and Rad iato r Hoses 
G.E. Seal Beams a nd Minia ture Lamps 
Trico Wiper Bla des 
Waxes and Polishes 
Floor Mats and Sea t Cover s 
Pricing to be jobber price less 5%. 
2. Custom Whee ls - Dep artmen t 12 
Keys tone Customer Wheels and Covers 
Pricing to be at jobber . 
. 3. Ant i-Freeze - Department 17 
Pricing to be at jobber. 
4. Equipment and Supp lies - Department 48 
Jacks 
Tire Changers and Tools 
Pricing to be at jobber net. 




Condensers and I gnition Coils 
AC Spark Plugs 
Champion Spark Plugs 
Pricing to be jobber. 




Monroe Shock Absorbers 
Delco Pleas urizers 
Pricing to be at jobber less 5%. 
1ssenger Tire Quantity Discount 
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1 each individual order of new firs t-class passenger tires, both cu~rent 
1d discontinued, placed under this policy, distributors will be a llowed 
1e following discounts based on units ordered. 
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DISTRICT WAREHOUSE , STORE PICKUPS 
QUANTITY GATE WAREHOUSE , OR OR 
ORDERED FACTORY SHIPHENT DELIVERIES 
1 to 14 Units 0 0 
15 to 24 Units 2% 2% 
25 to 99 Units 3% 3% 
100 to 249 Units 4% No discount of more 
250 to 499 Units 5% than 3% is applicable 
t<500 to 749 Units 6% on pickups f rom s tores, 
1'750 to 999 Units 7~% deliveries by s tores , 
1000 and over Units 10% or transac tions handled 
through stores. 
3.les Force 
The sales force of the TBA depa rtment is comprised of approximate l y 
5 persons. These TBA personnel are dispersed throughout the United 
tates in the various regions and districts. Headquarters for the Oil 
Jmpany is located in Oklahoma City . There is a general sales manager 
~o is in charge of all sales whether they are TBA, petroleum, etc. The 
BA manager is also located in Okl ahoma City. He is responsible for the 
Jordination of TBA sales in t he v arious districts as well as the distri-
Jtion of relevant TBA informat ion. 
The TBA aspect of each district is relatively speaking, an ancillary 
Jnction. Nonetheless, each district has quotas assigned to i t and it is 
Kpected that they be met . The TBA business is not the primary business 
Ethe Oil Company, but is of a related nature. Becaus e of this related 
1ture and also its prof itability, t he Oil Company has incorporated it 
~to a viable function of t he company . 
Also, assistance i s provided to the TBA sales force as well as the 
BA department itself by various other departments of t he company . Some 
Ethe more i mportant assisting depar t ments are the purchasing, credi t, 
1vertising, and accounting departments . 
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Advertising and Media Decisions 
The advertising of the various distributors i s done in a " coopera-
tive" manner. "Cooperative" in this sense means that the advertising cost 
is shared by the distributor (Joe's Tire Cent er) and the supplier . 
This method of a dver tising works as foll ows. If Joe's Tire Center 
wants to run an advertisement displaying products manufactured by Goo d-
year, then it must first get Goodyear's approval. After approva l, the 
advertisement is placed and Joe is billed. Up on payment , Joe receives a 
"paid receipt" and then forwards it to Goodyear. Most "cooperative" ad-
vertisements are done on a 50-50 basis. Thus Goodyear would pay its 50% 
share of the authorized adver tising bill by reimbursing Joe. 
Also, there is a limit on this "cooperative" advertising . A distri-
butor can advertise only 1Yz% of its total annual purchase s from the supp-
lier. For example, if Joe purchased $100,000 worth of products from 
Goodyear, then Joe can spend up to $1,500 in advertising and Goodyear will 
match this amount. Thus, Joe is actually getting $3 , 000 worth of adver-
tising. Anything above this $1,500 paid by Joe, would not be matched by 
Goodyear. 
The media used f or adver tising purposes are primarily newspaper, 
radio, handbills, and mailers . By f ar the most extensively used medium 
is newspapers. As mentioned above, the advertisement must be approved by 
the supply company when done in a cooperative manner. 
CHAPTER VI 
FIRM OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES 
The des ired objective for t he TBA Department has been set within 
framework of the situational analysis previously discussed . The ob-
:tive provides direction as well as guidelines for the marketing stra-
;ies to follow. It is time-phased (18 months in duration) and in 
;ence, is a sub-goal for achievin g the overall company goals. Special 
>has is has been given to the marke t environment , company capabilities, 
market opportunities. 
The TBA Depar tment is primarily concerned with its total volume of 
.es. Provided the desir ed profit margin is maintained, an increase in 
.es will increase the profitability of the TBA Department. With this 
mind, the objective has been set and is as follm;s: 
Increase TBA sales to Oil Company branded service stations by 30% 
:hin the next 18 months . (This will be accomplished by getting the 
·vice stations to increase their retail sales of TBA by 30%). 
This objective was chosen because of the tremendous influence the 
Company has over these company branded stations. This objective 
.ls within the TBA Department's purview and with cooperation from tho s e 
:trumental in the implementation of it, should prove to be quite attain-
.e. 
The service stations included in this objective are thos e that are 
intified by the Oil Company ' s brand name , whether they be company owned 
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dealer m,med. While there is a definite dif fere·nce in the two types 
service stations, for the purpose of this paper , they will be con-
lered as a homogeneous group. The major difference is the fact that 
tler operated stations are allowed to purchase their TBA supplies fr om 
,mever they please while t he Oil Company owned stations must purchase 
l supplies through the Oil Company's TBA Department. Bu t because of 
dealer operated stations' close relationship with the Oi l Company, 
the influence the Oil Company exerts , this difference can be mini-
:ed to a great extent. Thus, these two types of stations will be con-
.ered as one group in regard to the apropos marketing strategies. 
These service stations comprise about 20-25% of the TBA Department's 
:al volume of sales. Patently this is a sizeable and important market 
~ ent . In the Compe tition Model Chapter, Table XIII shows that service 
Ltions as a whole will have a change in their market share from 20% in 
'5 to 17% in 1980. Offhand, one may think that it would be unwise to 
:us on this trade channel, but wi th a more in-depth look , the author 
: drawn the opposite conclusion based upon the particula r circumstances 
·rounding the Oil Company's TBA Department. 
The primary reason for this 3% decline is because there is currently 
:hange in automotive marketing to self-service stations, car washes, 
I a decreased number of outlets. Obviously this is a trend away f rom 
~ice and the sa le of tires, ba tteries, and accessor ies at the tradi-
,nal service stations. But nonetheless, the demand for these services 
products will remain to a great extent for servi ce stations as evidenced 
the following facts and estimations. In 1975 there were 190,000 service 
.tion outlets with total product and service sales of $10, 500,000. In 
,0, it is estimated that there wi ll be 140,000 service stations outlets 
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(50,000 fewer than in 1975) with total product and service sales of 
$14,300,000 ($3,800, 000 more than in 1975). One can clearly s ee that even 
though there will be a reduction in tota l number of outlets, total sa les 
will be on the increase . But even more important, and the reason for 
service stations being an objective focal point, is the dramatic increase 
in average sales per service stations outle t. In 1975, average sales per 
outlet were $55,000. The 1980 forecast of sales per outlet is $102,000. 
This is an increase of 86%! The annual average increase of this five-
year 86% increase is 17.2%. Over an 18 month period, which is the dura-
tion of this marketing plan, the increa se is 25.8%. This 25.8% increase 
is expected in light of the changing market, but with an aggressive 
marketing plan, there should be an excellent opportunity of reaching 
the 18 month targeted increase of 30% (that is if the forecasted sales 
per outlet are in fact accurate). Due to any unforeseen changes in related 
circumstances, the 30% target may be revised upward or downward. 
To insure an organized and effective campaign in realizing the tar-
geted 30% sales increase, certain fo rmalities as described in Figures 1, 
2, and 3 (at the end of this chapter) were undertaken . Figure 1 states 
the objective a s well as the strategies and programs to be i mp l emented. 
This is a n ecessary function in order to allow clear direction and the 
substance of that direction. Figure 2 is the marketing record sheet for 
the TBA manager. This is a step by step account of the i mplementa tion of 
the program in achieving the objective . Likewise, Figure 3 is the market-
ing record sheet for the service station managers. It is also a step by 
step procedure that will a ssist them in achieving the objective of a 
30% increase in sales . 
The most important components of the marketing plan are the effica cy 
f the proposed programs for each station manager ih increasing their 
BA sales and the cooperation given by the station managers. If e ither 
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f these is lacking, then the success of the marketing plan will be grea t-
y diminished. With this in mind, a detailed look will be taken at 
igure 1 with regard to the t argeted 30% increase in TBA sales over the 
ext 18 months. 
First, the objective must be sta ted in a clear, concise , and effec-
ive manner. This is necessary so there will be no misunders tandings as 
o the nature of the objective. For example , though the objective is for 
30% increase in sales for the TBA Department as a whole, it must be 
ade clear to each station manager that he must strive to mee t this 30% 
oal for his own station in order that the TBA Depar tment's goal may be 
ealized. The method of communicating the objective will initially be by 
ending a memorandum to each station manager and then by following up with 
personal telephone call. The phone call will insure that the station 
anager clearly understands the objective and how it applies to him. In 
ddition, the personal call will convey to him t he i mportant role he plays 
nd that his coopera tion is needed. 
Secondly, in order to receive the station managers' cooperation, 
n effort will be made to convince them of t he profitability of this 18 
onth project to them . Very f ew people are willing to put forth extra 
ffort unless it will prove to be financially rewarding. Thus, the i mport-
nee of this point (profitability) cannot be overemphasized. For many 
tation managers, the TBA sales of products and services are the s a les 
hat actua lly provide them with a profit, while the ga soline sales are 
sually only enough to cover the overhead of the station. Of course there 
re exceptions, but this do es seem to be the rule. Therefore, this 
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project of increased TBA sales should prove to be quite palatable to the 
station managers. 
To enable the station managers to see the potential for increased 
sales and thus increased profits, two approaches are recommended. First, 
present the facts previously discussed that predict a dramatic increase 
in the sales of services and products (TBA related) per service station 
outlet. This will show the station managers that the demand is out there 
and that by implementing a good marketing plan they can supply a good deal 
of it. The figures for expected growth are quite impressive and likewise 
- should be quite impressive to the station managers. Secondly, make the 
station managers realize the enviable position they are in and that with 
good effort on their part, TBA sales can be greatly increased. Unlike an 
automotive repair shop, a service station has a relatively prodigious 
amount of automotive traffic. Thus the opportunity is there to notice 
automotive work that needs to be done. Hopefully with these two recom-
mended appro~ches, cooperation will be obtained. After all, this coopera-
tion will not only· help achieve the TBA Department's objective but will 
also increase profits for each station manager. 
Thirdly, and as important as the cooperation on the part of each 
station manager, is the implementation of a sound, reliable, and 
efficac-ious program designed to increase TBA sales. There are numerous 
ways to accomplish this task. Several ways will be discussed, but by 
no means are they inclusive. Of course, when the TBA manager implements 
the program, his list will include a more comprehensive listing of methods 
that will enhance sales. The following three potential promotional tech-
niques will be looked at briefly: (1) advertising techniques, (2) courtesy 
car service, and (3) needed car repairs brought to the customer's attention, 
(1) Advertising techniques. 
A. Run s ma ll, low cost tire ads. The se consistently 
at tract tir e buyers ' at tention and brings them 
to station. Always merchandis e advertised bar-
ga ins . Set up attractive displays of a dvert ised 
items with discount prices in clear sight. Employ-
ees must be advised h ow to handle prospects tha t 
respond by phone or drive in. 
B. Distribute "flyers " in each station's neighborhood 
that promote: a dvertised items, the exper tise of 
mechanics, the station's goodwill, etc. Flyers are 
relatively inexpensive a nd y oung people can be 
hired to distribute them at a very r easonab le cost. 
(2) Courtesy car service. 
A c us tomer car service pro gram is a great way to 
thank customers for their business and keep them 
com~ng back. It also results in customer conf i-
dence , free word-of-mouth a dvertising , a nd customer 
referrals. For example, the station employees can 
wash car windows, clean the headl ights, dash, white 
sidewalls, and e mpty ashtrays. This type of action 
today will reap benefits t omorrow . 
(3) Bring att en tion to needed car repairs. 
This is perhaps the most distinct advantage a service 
sta tion has over other automotive outlets. Because 
of the gasoline service, a service station has a 
great d eal of automotive traffic. This traffic 
provides eno rmous opportunit ies to notice needed 
car repairs or part replacements. It is quite easy 
to take a quick look at all four tires to see wha t 
shape they a re in. Likewise, when checking under 
the h ood, it i s a convenient time to be on the 
aler t for any needed repairs. Most times the 
customer does not even know that something is 
faulty and will appreciate the advice. Often times 
t h ey will want the problem t aken care of right then. 
This one technique could tremendously increase TBA 
s ales . 
It is the TBA mana ger's responsibility to see that good pro-
motions are used a nd that the station managers understand them. Some of 
these promotions will already be in us e on a sporad ic basis, but the in-
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tent of the marketing plan is to see that there is an organized and aggres -
sive effort on the part of a ll concerned stations. If this is accomplishe d, 
increased sales and thus profits will accrue to the service stations and 
likewise, the:i.r supplier of TBA goods -- the Oil Comp any. 
Marketing 
Objective 
rease TBA sales 
Dil Company brand-
service stations 
30% in the next 
months 
Marke t ing 
Stra tegie s 
1. Info rm service 
station managers 
of increas ed TBA 
sales objective. 
2. Make service sta-
tion managers 
aware of profit 
opportunity for 
them. 
3. Assist the ser-
vice station man-
agers in programs 
designed to in-
crease TBA sales . 




A. Send each manager 
a wri tten memo-
r andum o f obj ec t-
ive and follow up 
with a personal 
telephone call. 
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A. Present facts 
about increase ex-
pected in sales 
per outlet and 
build awareness 
of pro f it poten-
tial. 
B. Build awarenes s of 
enviable position 
stations are in to 




B. Courtesy Car 
Services. 
C. Bring attention 
to needed car re-
pairs. 
D. Implement a file 
system. 
E. Etc. 
ectiveness Ar ea: TBA sa les 
ective: Increase TBA sales by 30% in next 18 months . 
ority: High 
surement Method: Total volume of TBA sales now versus total in 
18 months. 
gram of Activities: 
No tify all mana gers of objective (via mail and personal call) . 
Convince station managers of t he program's profitability t o t hem. 
Provide information (p rograms) designed to increase TBA sales . 
Call managers periodically (each month) to encoura ge and assist 
them in any difficulties or questions they may have. 
Require bi-monthly progress reports from each manager. 
Using "management by exception", take remedia l action for thos e 
not on pa th f or achieving target. 
At termination o f program, s end to each manager a final report 
showing performance and success of each service station opera tor. 
Figure 2. Marketing Record Sheet: 
TBA Manager 
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Effectiveness Area: TBA s ales. 
Objective: Increase TBA sales by 30% in the next 18 months. 
Priority: High 
Measurement Me thod: To tal volume of TBA sales now versus total in 
18 months. 
Program of Activities: 
1. Understand the objective and your role in achieving it . If a ny 
questions, th en dis cuss with TBA man a ger. 
2. Peruse information (programs) r eceived from TBA manager and with 
your discretion, i mplement those which you believe wil l help yo u 
achieve the objective. 
3. Meet with station empl oyees and explain in de t ail the s ales 
objective, the new programs to be implemen ted, and the role they 
will play in achieving the objective . 
4. Closely monitor the results as program is going on and make any 
necessary changes or adaptations. 
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5. Submit progress reports bi-monthly for th e duration of the program. 
Figure 3. Ma rketing Record Sheet: 
Service Station Managers 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY 
The objective of this paper was to present a pragmatic marketing 
plan for a particular company in order to a ch i eve a certain ob j ective . 
In this case, the objective was for the TBA Department to increase its 
TBA sales by 30% in the next 18 months. This increase in sales, with 
the desired profit margin maintained, will r esult in increased profits, 
which of course is what the TBA Department is primarily concerned with. 
To design this marketing plan, a systematic approach was taken to 
build a foundation on which to base the plan. This was done by analyz-
ing the industry trends, its changing environment, and a look at industry 
sales. Then by closely looking at the specific firm' s (the Oil Company) 
TBA Department, an · understanding was gained in relation to its operations. 
With an elementary understanding of the industry as a whole and the TBA 
Department, a marketing plan was then devised to capitalize on marke t 
opportunities. All efforts were made to make the marketing plan as 
realist·ic and viable as possible. 
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